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We have experimentally studied the effects of mean strain on the evolution of sta- 
bly stratified turbulence. Grid-generated turbulence (Re1 d 25) in a stable linear 
mean background density gradient was passed through a two-dimensional contrac- 
tion, contracting the stream only in the vertical direction. This induces an increase 
in stratification strength, which reduces the largest vertical overturning scales al- 
lowed by buoyancy forces. The mean strain through the contraction causes, on 
the other hand, stretching of streamwise vortices tending to increase the fluctuation 
levels of the transverse velocity components. This competition between buoyancy 
and vortex stretching dominates the turbulence dynamics inside and downstream 
of the contraction. Comparison between non-stratified and stratified experiments 
shows that the stratification significantly reduces the vertical velocity fluctuations. 
The vertical heat flux is initially enhanced through the contraction. Then, farther 
downstream the flux quickly reverses, leading to very strong restratification coin- 
ciding with an increase in the vertical velocity fluctuations. The vertical heat flux 
collapses much more rapidly than in the stratified case without an upstream con- 
traction and the restratification intensity is also much stronger, showing values of 
normalized flux as strong as -0.55. Velocity spectra show that the revival of verti- 
cal velocity fluctuations, due to the strong restratification, starts at the very largest 
scales but is then subsequently transferred to smaller scales. The distance from the 
turbulence-generating grid to the entrance of the contraction is an important pa- 
rameter which was varied in the experiments. The larger this distance, the larger 
the integral length scale can grow, approaching the limit set by buoyancy, before 
entering the contraction. The evolution of the various turbulence length scales is 
described. Two-point measurements of velocity and temperature transverse inte- 
gral scales were also performed inside the contraction. The emergence of ‘zombie’ 
turbulence, for large buoyancy times, is in good quantitative agreement with the 
numerical simulations of Gerz & Yamazaki (1993) for stratification number larger 
than 1. 
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1. Introduction 
The situation sometimes arises in geophysical flows in the ocean and atmosphere 

that turbulent fluid enters or evolves in a stably stratified environment with a spatially 
varying stratification strength. This occurs for example when ocean surface water 
cools at night through surface radiative heat loss and then sinks into stongly stratified 
inversions at depth. Other examples include convergence of isopycnals by internal 
waves, which introduces spatial and temporal variation in the stratification strength, 
and tongues of ocean currents entering fluid masses of varying density stratifications 
as rivers issue into the saline abyss. Flow over sills and through strait topography 
also causes convergence of isopycnals. The hydrodynamics of exchange layers in the 
Gibraltar Strait have been studied by Armi & Farmer (1986) and Farmer & Armi 
(1986) and the rich variety of dynamical character observed in some cases gives rise 
to turbulence under conditions of varying stratification. 

To study these effects of spatially varying stratification strength on evolving tur- 
bulence, we have passed a linearly stratified turbulent field through a contraction 
in the vertical direction. The contraction confines the flow in a narrower vertical 
extent, thus increasing the stratification strength, but at the same time it increases 
the transverse velocity fluctuations due to the stretching of streamwise vortices. The 
competition between the stabilizing buoyancy and overturning inertial vortex forces 
will thus determine the dynamical evolution of the turbulence. Owing to these com- 
plicated dynamics inside the contraction, one can expect the turbulence downstream 
of the contraction to evolve under dynamic conditions not encountered in decaying 
grid turbulence without a contraction. 

The evolution of the scalar field in the present experiments is of particular interest 
regarding the formation and existence of 'fossil' scalar fluctuations. The main premise 
of 'fossil' turbulence is stated by Gibson (1980, p. 225): 

S. T. Thoroddsen and C. W Van Atta 

The physical process leading to fossil turbulence is that buoyancy forces remove turbulent kinetic energy at 
large scales, but no comparable mechanism removes the large scale fluctuations of scalar fluid properties, 
such as temperature, produced by the original turbulence. 

One may therefore expect significant fossil turbulence to exist after the contraction 
where N has increased suddenly and fluid parcels producing density fluctuations 
suddenly find themselves far out of their equilibrium locations. 

We have not been able to find any previous experimental work on this problem, 
not even for the passively stratified mean gradient case. 

The decay of grid-generated turbulence in a stably stratified fluid was studied 
initially in tow-tanks by Lin & Veenhuizen (1975), Dickey & Mellor (1980) and 
Britter et al. (1983), then in salt-stratified water channels by Stillinger, Helland & Van 
Atta (1983) and Itsweire, Helland & Van Atta (1986) and most recently in thermally 
stratified wind tunnels by Lienhard & Van Atta (1990) and Yoon & Warhaft (1990). 
Thoroddsen & Van Atta (1992, 1993a,b) have further studied the development of 
small-scale anisotropy due to buoyancy and the effects of grid configuration on the 
turbulence evolution. Rohr et al. (1988) have included the effects of mean velocity 
shear in their stratified water facility. 

Prandtl(l933) first argued that as a contraction accelerates the fluid passing through 
it, the streamwise vortex filaments are stretched and the transverse velocity fluctuations 
are increased. Conversely, the vertically oriented vortex filaments are compressed, 
reducing the streamwise velocity fluctuations. This is one of the principles used in the 
design of wind tunnels to lower the background turbulence intensity. For a graphical 
illustration see Tennekes & Lumley (1972, p. 83). 
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The seminal experimental work on the effects of the straining of turbulence without 
stratification is due to Townsend (1954). Since then numerous authors have studied 
the effects of uniform strain on turbulence by passing the turbulent field through 
a contraction, but studies including the straining of a turbulent scalar field are 
few. Studies of the effects of a contraction on passive non-stratified turbulent scalar 
fields are due to Mills & Corrsin (1959) and Warhaft (1980). The most significant 
difference between passively stratified and non-stratified studies is that without the 
mean gradient of the scalar there is a lack of generation of new scalar fluctuations 
due to movement of fluid elements against this mean gradient. In the non-stratified 
case the scalar fluctuations diminish therefore monotonically away from their point 
of inception, usually at a heated grid. The decay of scalar fluctuations generated by 
heated grids have been studied extensively by Mills et al. (1958), Yeh & Van Atta 
(1973) and others, as reviewed by Warhaft & Lumley (1978). For the stratified cases 
studied here, not only are new scalar fluctuations generated by the movement of fluid 
elements against the mean gradient, but the scalar is also strongly active, i.e. directly 
affects the velocity field, through the buoyancy forces. 

Recent DNS have been performed by Gerz & Yamazaki (1993), where turbulence is 
generated from initially stationary frozen density fluctuations residing in a background 
mean gradient of density. The vigour of the resulting turbulent flow field, called 
‘zombie’ turbulence by Gerz & Yamazaki, was found to be characterized by the 
initial ‘stratification number’, 

As dT 
St,  = --, 

8, dz 

where As is the integral length scale of the density field and 8, the initial intensity of 
density fluctuations. Initial stratification numbers less than 1 gave rise to turbulence 
with strong nonlinear transfer and mixing, whereas St,  of unity or larger led to a 
more linear type of motion of vertically oscillating blobs of fluid. In the last section 
of this paper some of our results are compared to these DNS. 

Batchelor, Canuto & Chasnov (1992) have performed similar large-eddy simulations 
(LES), but in a fluid with no background mean density gradient. In this situation 
the buoyancy starts the motion and generates turbulent interactions, which evolve 
and eventually self-destruct by the induced stirring and mixing of the scalar, whose 
variation introduced the buoyancy forces driving the motion. They define a pseudo- 
Reynolds number as 

where 8, is dimensionless. They observe that the evolution time from rest to maximum 
turbulent activity becomes independent of this Reynolds number for sufficiently high 
values of R. Chasnov (1991) has extended this work to decaying turbulence in a 
passive mean scalar gradient. In the present work we have investigated the effects of 
Re1 (defined in 92) by using different grid mesh sizes. 

The following section introduces various length scales and terminology used in 
the study of stratified turbulence. Section 3 describes the experimental setup and 
instrumentation, followed by experimental results in 94. Finally 95 reviews and 
discusses the main results along with comparison with some numerical simulation 
results. 
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2. Turbulent scale evolution in stratified turbulence 
In this section we will introduce the important turbulence length scales which are 

derived from the relative strength of the forces of inertia, buoyancy and viscosity. We 
will also discuss the effects of the contraction on these length scales. 

In very broad terms the evolution of stably stratified decaying turbulence is the 
following: the turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated by viscosity and the turbulent 
integral length scale grows until it becomes limited in the vertical by buoyancy forces. 
This has been demonstrated, e.g. by Itsweire et al. (1986) in a salt-stratified water 
tunnel, as well as in thermally stratified wind tunnels by Lienhard & Van Atta (1990) 
and Yoon & Warhaft (1990). The conventional definitions of the relevant length 
scales are presented in these publications and will only be briefly reviewed here. We 
follow the nomenclature of Lienhard & Van Atta (1990). 

The stratification strength is characterized by the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, 

and has the units of rad s-'. It is the frequency of oscillation of a fluid element 
displaced in the vertical direction, away from its neutral density position. 

The buoyancy length scale is defined as 

W 
L b  = - 

N 

and denotes the r.m.s. vertical distance a fluid element can travel in converting all its 
vertical kinetic energy into potential energy. This upper bound of vertical motion is 
also often estimated in terms of the Ozmidov scale which is obtained by equating the 
buoyancy and inertial forces, 

Lo = (+) lI2, 

where E is the viscous dissipation rate per unit mass. The assumptions used in deriving 
this expression ( w t / N  w 1 and E = w 3 / t ,  Ozmidov 1965) are probably not applicable 
to the conditions inside the contraction, but this scale can still be used as a reference. 

The overturning scale is often used to characterize the length scale of the actively 
turbulent eddies : 

A 
L, = " 

dT/dz' 

The definition of L, is based on the implicit assumption that the turbulent field 
is in a local equilibrium state, i.e. the turbulent motions generate the temperature 
fluctuations by moving the fluid elements against a background mean gradient and 
are not simply remnants of a previous turbulent state, i.e. fossil temperature. In our 
case dT/dz is rapidly changing through the contraction and directional isotropy of 
the flow field is also not valid so that the integral scales of motion in the vertical and 
horizontal directions are generally no longer equal. 

The overturning scale in non-stratified turbulence is commonly characterized by t : 

e 
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The smallest scale of turbulent motion is the Kolmogorov microscale, 

114 

v = ( ; )  

and the corresponding microscale for the scalar is the Batchelor scale, 

where v and c( are respectively the kinematic viscosity and the thermal diffusivity. 
This relation is valid for Prandtl number P r  = v/a of the order of 1. 

The Reynolds number used herein is Ren = u’il/v based on the Taylor microscale 

The turbulent energy balance most important to stably stratified flows describes 
the exchange between potential and vertical kinetic energy. The vertical turbulent 
kinetic energy of the fluid per unit volume is 

/I2 = ?/(au/ax)? 

and the corresponding r.m.s. potential energy is in turn 

From (2.2) and (2.4) it is clear that 

(2.10) 

The total turbulent kinetic energy per unit volume is ‘T = i p q 2 ,  where q2 = 

The total fluctuation energy per unit volume is therefore r + F for which the 

- 
U2 + v2 + 2. 

balance equation is 
D -  - 

D t  
-( T + Y )  = E + x. (2.11) 

- Buoyancy flux transfers of opposite sign in the individual component equations for 
T and F can transfer energy back and forth between T and F, while the total energy 
- remains constant, except for irreversible losses to E and x, the rate of destruction of 
82. 

The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of spatially varying stratification 
strength on these various turbulent length scales and fluxes. The contraction imposes 
a mean strain as well as increasing the stratification strength. We now discuss how 
these imposed constraints might affect the evolution or meaning of these scales. 

First we demonstrate that our specific contraction is not ‘sudden’. It extends 0.76 
m in the streamwise direction. This corresponds to an actual dimensional travel time 
t of 0.54 s, obtained by integrating the local mean velocity through the contraction, 

(2.12) 

This corresponds to roughly one half of an overturning time scale, giving the turbu- 
lence some time to react to the local strain, before exiting the contraction. This is 
however not enough time for total adjustment of the mixing scalar field, as shown by 
Broadwell & Breidenthal (1982). 
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In an attempt to similarly account for the variation in N ( x )  as well as U(x) we also 
evaluated the non-dimensional buoyancy evolution time which integrates the effective 
stratification strength experienced by a fluid element, 

(2.13) 

which gives a value of zN of 0.88 rad for the stronger stratification strength, N2 
= 2.22 rad s-l. For grid turbulence without a contraction, where N(x) and U(x) 
are constants, Lienhard & Van Atta (1990) clearly demonstrated the collapse of the 
normalized buoyancy flux evolution curves with N t  scaling, where t = x / U  is the 
travel time from the grid. For these experiments the inhibition of vertical flux by 
buoyancy forces is complete at a downstream distance from the grid where N t  = n. 
Yoon & Warhaft (1990) subsequently proposed that internal Froude number scaling 
worked better to collapse data from different researchers. This scaling has been 
applied to laboratory and oceanographic data by Ivey & Imberger (1991). However, 
for the contracting case studied here there are difficulties associated with applying 
these types of time scalings, primarily since the turbulence gets restructured by the 
contraction and it is therefore not wise to start the evolution time at the grid. Owing 
to these ambiguities we have not applied buoyancy time scaling to many of the results 
presented in this paper. 

From (2.3) it can be deduced that LO will decrease through the contraction by Y - ~ ' ~ ,  

where r is the contraction ratio. For our contraction ratio (r  = 2.5) this represents a 
reduction in Lo by one half. This rapid reduction in the Ozmidov scale will prohibit 
the overturning scale from growing, if Lf is of the order of Lo upstream. 

We can also try to predict the changes in Lb due to the contraction. The contraction 
will increase both N as well as w', due to the stretching of streamwise vorticity. 
Looking at previous experimental non-stratified contraction data (Warhaft 1980, 
figure 2), for changes in w', one can predict a decrease in Lb of about 20%, but 
there may be a conceptual flaw in this estimate of the increase in Lb, based on the 
increase in w', if higher w' entails a smaller transverse integral length scale due to the 
stretching of the streamwise vortex filaments. 

The above estimates of the reduction in the buoyancy length scales L b  and Lo 
by the contraction is a priori quite uncertain, i.e. the former should decrease by 
approximately 20% and the latter by 50%. 

In the non-contraction experiments for decaying stratified turbulence L, does not 
overtake Lo, so one may expect especially interesting physics to occur when the ratio 
LJLO is close to or larger than 1/2 as the turbulence enters the contraction. 

As discussed above, the changes in the buoyancy length scales in response to the 
contraction are unclear and the assumptions behind their definitions may break down. 
Some of this work has thus focused on clarifying this issue. 

The evolution of the integral length scales due to the mean strain has been studied 
by Warhaft (1980). By looking at the peak in the one-dimensional velocity spectra, 
E,,(kl)  and EWw(kl ) ,  Warhaft reached the following conclusion (which we paraphrase 
in current variables) about the changes in the directional length scales due to the 
contraction: Thus the geometrical efect  of the contraction is only slightly felt by the u 
component while for  the w component the length scale is increased by the contraction 
ratio. For the contracting case one can of course not associate the transverse 
length scales with the spectra measured in the streamwise direction. To clarify this 
ambiguity we have studied, by a separate set of experiments, the spatial correlation 
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FIGURE 1. The wind-tunnel setup used to contract stably stratified grid-generated turbulence in the 
vertical direction. The horizontal width of the tunnel test section remains constant at 57.8 cm. Two 
different lengths Ax (48.3 and 101.6 cm) were used in the experiments. 

of streamwise velocity in both the x- and z-directions to see more clearly how the 
transverse turbulent spatial scales react to the contraction. 

We performed similar experiments for the temperture field. Assuming that the 
temperature field experiences a simple static stretching, similar to a rubber sheet, one 
can show that the length scale in the vertical direction will decrease by the strain 
ratio, while the streamwise scale will increase by the strain ratio. The ratio A , / A ,  
will thus scale as r-* for such simple stretching. The turbulent nonlinear interactions 
will, on the other hand, not allow a simple stretching of the turbulent velocity field, 
whose evolution will determine how the density length scales adjust themselves. The 
transverse integral scale of the temperature field inside the contraction was therefore 
studied by two-point cold-wire measurements, with the wires spaced in the vertical 
direction. 

3. Experimental setup 
3.1. Wind tunnel and contraction 

The thermally stratified wind tunnel described in Lienhard & Van Atta (1989, 1990) 
was used for the experiments. The wind-tunnel setup was modified to allow for 
passing grid-generated turbulence through a contraction, as shown in figure 1. The 
coordinate system used here is the following: the x-axis is in the streamwise direction 
starting at the grid, with z pointing up in the vertical and y in the transverse direction. 
The air-flow upstream of the contraction has a linear mean temperature profile in 
the vertical direction. The flow is passed through a bi-planar grid to generate the 
turbulence which is subsequently advected through the contraction. The length Ax 
of the straight section extending between the grid and the start of the contraction 
is variable, allowing for different initial evolution times of the turbulence before 
contraction. This allows us to study turbulence with different ratios of overturning to 
buoyancy scales as it enters the contraction. The data presented here were collected 
for two different distances, i.e. Ax of 48.3 and 101.6 cm. 

The contraction itself extended 76.2 cm in the streamwise direction. The contraction 
curve was formed by two circular arcs 69 cm in radius, and contracted the flow only in 
the vertical direction, leaving the tunnel width unchanged. The sides had double walls 
to divert cooler fluid coming from the ends of the heater assembly. The contraction 



FIGURE 2. Schematic of the design of the contraction. It allows for traversing the measurement 
probes through the contraction itself, through a slot in the test-section floor. Sidewalls were added 
inside the test section to remove cooler boundary layers from the walls. 
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ratio was 2.5/1. The contraction was built with a slot running through its floor to 
allow for traversing the probes, to measure changes in turbulent quantities, inside 
the contracting zone. Figure 2 shows the design of the contraction and figure 3 
shows the measured mean velocity through it. The maximum streamwise strain rate 
dU/dx through the contraction was 2.1 s-l for the stratified runs and it persisted 
at approximately a constant rate for about 0.5 m in the streamwise direction, as is 
shown in figure 3. 

3.2. Stratijication 
The heating was accomplished with an adjustable electric heater. It consisted of 
numerous thin metal plates (fins) aligned with the flow. These plates had 45 Calrods 
sticking through them in the spanwise direction. The rods were wired in 20 different 
sets, which could be adjusted individually with Variacs so as to attain a linear mean 
temperature profile and hence a constant gradient in the vertical direction. 
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The mean speed upstream of the contraction had to be kept low because it was 
limited by the constraint of allowing the heaters to generate the linear temperature 
profile in the vertical direction. If the tunnel was run at a higher velocity the profile 
would develop bumps at the locations of the heating rods, since the heat would not 
have time to conduct evenly into the heating fins before entering the flow. Downstream 
the mean velocity was U2 = 2.1 m s-l for the strongly stratified runs and 2.6 m s-l 
for the weaker stratification. This resulted in rather low turbulent Reynolds numbers 
(Re1 < 25). To study the dependence of the statistics on the turbulent Reynolds 
number, we used two different grid mesh sizes, i.e. M = 2.54 and 5.08 cm. The grids 
were biplanar and made out of round aluminium rods. The grid solidity was 34%. 

The temperature boundary conditions were controlled by the heating Variacs and 
it was decided to keep the temperature profile upstream of the contraction linear 
and then let the flow itself select the vertical profiles through the contraction and 
into the downstream test section. The stratification strength increases through the 
contraction due to the increased vertical temperature gradient as the flow is confined 
in a shorter vertical extent. Figure 4 shows the mean vertical temperature profiles 
at streamwise locations upstream and downstream as well as inside the contraction. 
At the exit of the contraction the temperature profile developed a slightly S-shaped 
curve, as shown in the figure. The local N-values used here were determined from 
the approximately 20 cm centre parts of the vertical profiles, which are sufficiently 
wide in the vertical direction to completely control the turbulence dynamics on the 
centreline. Figure 3 shows the N-values corresponding to the temperature profiles in 
figure 4. Figure 3 also contains the N-values predicted from the mean velocity using 
the geometric relation 

where the subscript 1 denotes conditions upstream of the contraction. The corre- 
spondence is excellent considering the experimental uncertainties. Relation (3.1) was 
therefore used whenever local values of N were needed. 

The data described here were collected for two upstream stratification strengths : 
one weakly stratified having Brunt-Vaisala frequencies N1 = 0.62 and N2 = 0.98 
rad s-l and the other strongly stratified with N1 = 1.40 and N2 = 2.22 rad s-’. 
Non-stratified runs were also performed for comparison. 

N ( x )  = N1(U(x)/U1)1’2 (3.1) 

3.3. Instrumentation 
The velocity and temperature fluctuation measurements were made with an X- 
wire/cold-wire setup similar to that described in Lienhard & Van Atta (1990) 
consisting of a Dantec 55P61 X-wire 1.25 mm in length, with a cold wire sitting 
right next to it within 1 mm from the hot wires. The cold wire had a dual purpose: 
first of all it measured the fluctuating temperature and secondly its instantaneous 
measurements were necessary to correct the signals of the hot wires, which respond 
to instantaneous values of both the velocity and temperature of the flow. Extensive 
calibrations included variable yaw angle as well as variable velocity calibrations at 
different flow temperatures. The calibrations were performed before and after the 
experiments using a heated jet outside the tunnel. 

The cold wires used were made inhouse as described in Thoroddsen & Van Atta 
(1993b). The wires were 0.75 mm long made of 0.65 pm diameter platinum wire, 
which gave sufficiently large length to diameter ratio to avoid attenuation due to 
prong effects. 

Cross-stream integral length scales were estimated from two-point velocity mea- 
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FIGURE 4. Mean vertical temperature profiles through the contraction, at streamwise locations 
relative to the contraction's entrance: 0, -14.0; 0, 30.5; A, 43.2; +, 55.9; 0, 81.3; X, 106.7 cm. M 
= 2.54 cm, U2 = 2.1 m sP1 and N2 = 2.2 rad s-'. The contraction extends 76.2 cm in the streamwise 
direction. 

surements using two single hot wires spaced in the vertical direction. Similarly, 
cross-stream temperature scales were estimated from two-point temperature measure- 
ments using two cold wires. The separation of the two probes was varied using 
a micrometer and the initial separation was determined with a cathetometer to an 
accuracy of 0.05 mm, as described in Thoroddsen & Van Atta (1993b). 

3.4. Avoiding lee waves 
When designing the contraction one has to make sure that it does not generate lee 
waves in the test section, which would complicate the turbulence dynamics we wish to 
study here. The important parameter determining whether lee waves will be formed 
by the contraction is the global Froude number, 

U 
N L  

F = -  

where L is the vertical depth of the flow. For the strongest stratified case studied here 
this Froude number is F1 = 0.80, where the subscript 1 stands for upstream and 2 for 
downstream of the contraction. The effect of the contraction is to increase the global 
Froude number, by r3/2,  where r is the contraction ratio which is 2.5 in our case. This 
gives F2 = 3.2. 

Following Scotti & Corcos (1972) (see also Turner 1973, p. 55 et seq.), we see that 
based on linear stability analysis lee waves will be formed only if F d l /n.  We can 
thus conclude that our flow is supercritical and the contraction will not generate lee 
waves for the experimental setup studied here. 

The analysis above is of course limited to laminar flow and it is quite uncertain 
what will happen for a flow consisting of a combination of waves and turbulence. 
One might intuitively expect that the presence of turbulence would tend to reduce the 
formation of waves by its nonlinear energy transfer between the different components 
of velocity, relative to the case without turbulent transfer. 
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FIGURE 5. Changes in the mean vertical velocity at vertically off-centreline locations, for many 
streamwise locations inside the contraction. 

3.5. Vertical homogeneity of the turbulent field 
One does not expect the flow field to be homogeneous in the vertical direction owing 
to the vertical non-uniformity of the mean strain inside the contraction. To assess the 
magnitude and importance of these inhomogeneities we have performed systematic 
measurements off the centreline inside the contraction. 

Figure 5 shows the changes in the mean vertical velocity as one moves off the 
centreline at many streamwise locations inside and near the contraction. The mean 
vertical velocity shows the expected change of sign as one traverses the centreline. 
The r.m.s. velocity fluctuations at the same locations are shown in figure 6 and are 
reasonably uniform. 

The meaning of the vertical buoyancy flux is complicated off the centreline due 
to the non-zero mean vertical velocity component. Figure 7 shows the buoyancy 
flux, for N2 = 0.98 rad s-l, calculated by using its regular definition, i.e. by using 
the w-fluctuations about the mean, ( W ) ,  at each vertical measurement location. The 
constancy of this quantity is remarkably good. Results for the stronger stratification 
are similar, as is included in particular for the buoyancy flux in figure 7. The main 
results presented in this paper, from measurements on the centreline, can thus be 
considered minimally affected by off-centre inhomogeneities through the contraction. 

4. Results 
Here we present the main results obtained from the different experimental config- 

urations tested. For reference we will briefly review these configurations. Data were 
obtained for two stratification strengths, as well as for some non-stratiJied reference 
runs. The stronger stratification strength corresponded to N1 = 1.40 rad s-l entering 
the contraction and 2.22 rad s-l leaving it, while the weaker one had, correspond- 
ingly, N of 0.62 and 0.98. Two different grid mesh sizes, M = 2.54 and 5.08 cm, were 
used to gauge the effects of varying the turbulent Reynolds number. Two different 
distances Ax from the grid to the entrance of the contraction were also used to study 
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FIGURE 6. Vertical homogeneity of the r.m.s. velocity fluctuations, measured at numerous streamwise 
locations inside the contraction: w' (open symbols and *), u' (filled symbols and +). The z-axis for 
w' has been shifted by M/4 to avoid clutter of the various symbols. M = 2.54 cm. 

FIGURE 7. Vertical homogeneity of the buoyancy flux for M = 2.54 cm. Open symbols for N2 = 
0.98 rad s-'. Filled symbols show results for N2 = 2.22 rad s-l and have been shifted M/4 in the 
z-direction to avoid clutter. The various symbols show different streamwise locations inside the 
contraction. 

the effects of varying the importance of the 'initial' ratio of L,/Lo as discussed in 
the introduction. These Ax were 48.3 and 101.6 cm. The dashed vertical lines in the 
figures mark the physical extent of the contraction. We will now describe and discuss 
the experimental results, focusing first on the r.m.s. quantities and the buoyancy flux 
and then on spectra and length scales of the turbulent motions. Tabular listings of 
the main results are available from the JFM Editorial Office. 
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FIGURE 8. The effect of stratification on the r.m.s. velocities through the contraction, M = 5.08 cm: 
0, u’; A, w’; open symbols show non-stratified results and closed symbols the stratified case, with 
N2 = 2.22 rad s-l. Ax = 101.6 cm. 

4.1. Velocity fEuctuutions 

The r.m.s. fluctuating velocities in the streamwise (u) and vertical (w) directions 
were measured all along the test section and through the contraction. Figure 8 
shows the streamwise evolution of the velocity fluctuations for both stratified and 
non-stratified cases for M = 5.08 cm and Ax = 102 cm. The non-stratified evolution 
is in good agreement with that observed by Mills & Corrsin (1959) and Warhaft 
(1980), i.e. the vertical velocity fluctuations show the typical amplification due to 
vortex stretching. The streamwise component is little affected by the stratification, 
but the vertical one shows a dramatic qualitative difference due to the buoyancy. 
In the non-stratified case w’ increases rapidly, dramatically overtaking u’, while for 
the actively stratified case it barely catches up with u’ and then suddenly collapses 
downstream of the contraction. Finally w’ increases (‘zombie’ turbulence) through 
restratification farther downstream, as will be investigated in the following sections. 
The results for the smaller grid M = 2.54 cm are in good quantitative agreement with 
those described above for the larger grid. It should be pointed out that w’ has already 
started diminishing relative to the u-component by the time the turbulence enters the 
contraction, owing to the well-known r.m.s.-anisotropy induced by the action of the 
relatively weak but significant buoyancy forces in the region between the grid and the 
entrance to the contraction (see for example Lin & Veenhuizen 1975 and Thoroddsen 
& Van Atta 1993~). 

Figure 9 shows similarly the u’ and w’ for the shorter value of Ax = 48.3 cm. 
The behaviour of w’ is intermediate between the unstratified and stratified case with 
Ax = 102 cm discussed above, as one might expect. 

These observed effects can be qualitatively understood by a simple model in the 
spirit of Prandtl’s homogeneous case analysis, keeping in mind Bjerknes theorem for 
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RGURE 9. Same as in figure 8, but for Ax = 48.3 cm. 

rate of change of circulation r around a path C bounding a surface S in a variable 
density fluid : 

A vortex with its axis in the stream direction will be weakened by baroclinic generation 
of vorticity as it displaces fluid vertically in the density gradient. The reduction 
in circulation of the vortex is accompanied by a reduction in the vertical velocity 
fluctuations relative to the unstratified case. This reduction is observed experimentally 
both preceding the contraction and inside it. A vortex with its axis in the vertical 
direction will be compressed. However, the vortex flow field is horizontal and no new 
effects, due to buouyancy on the velocity fluctuations, will be produced. A vortex with 
its axis in the cross-stream direction will not be stretched by our two-dimensional 
contraction, but will be weakened by baroclinic generation, contributing to some 
decrease in the vertical and horizontal velocity fluctuations, as observed. 

The strong rebounding of w’, in the region farthest downstream, cannot be explained 
by the tendency of anisotropic velocity fields to return toward isotropy. This is clear 
from the cross-over of the u’ and w’ components shortly after the flow leaves the 
contraction, which should be contrasted with the very slow return to isotropy after 
the contraction for the non-stratified data shown in the same figure. The slow return 
to isotropy, of the velocity field, was also found by Warhaft (1980, figure 2) for the 
passive-scalar non-stratified case. 

4.2. The velocity spectral shapes formed by the mean strain 
We compare now the vertical velocity spectra for the stratified and non-stratified 
experiments discussed above, to pinpoint the length scales associated with the buoy- 
ancy effects. The spectral relations of isotropic turbulence do not hold for turbulence 
under external strain as experienced inside the contraction, but we use these relations 
here as a convenient qualitative tool to investigate the selective amplification of the 
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vertical velocity spectrum relative to the streamwise spectrum, to determine for which 
length scales the energy is most amplified by the stretching. 

The isotropic spectral relations between the two one-dimensional spectral compo- 
nents are (Hinze 1975, p. 204) 

We use this relation only to predict E,,(kl) from the measurements of the Euu(kl)- 
spectrum and do not expect it to be satisfied in the spectral plots shown here, not even 
for the non-stratified cases, owing to the drastic affects of the mean strain. We call this 
predicted w-spectrum E;,(kl). We then compare the measured E,,(kl) to ELw(kl) and 
investigate which length scales deviate most from the prediction. Figure 10(a) shows 
the amplification of E,, (kl) for the non-stratified case, shortly after the contraction’s 
end, at ( x / M  = 5). The energy of the largest scales is amplified while that of the small 
scales remains virtually unchanged or is even slightly attenuated. Figure 10(b) shows 
the corresponding spectra for the stratified case. The large-scale amplification of the 
vertical velocity is significantly reduced by the buoyancy. The separation wavenumber 
(k  w 125 rad m-l), marking the smallest scales amplified, remains about the same, 
while the large-scale amplification level reduces by about a factor of 3. Note that 
the spectral predictions in figures 10(a) and 10(b) are different since the u-spectra are 
different for these two cases. 

The changes in E,,(kl) farther downstream will be investigated in a later section. 

4.3. Buoyancy f lux 

The vertical buoyancy flux -2/(w6) was measured along the entire length of the 
flow field including through the contraction. Figure 11 shows the results for the 
shorter Ax (= 48.3 cm) and figure 12 for the longer Ax (= 101.6 cm). 

For the smaller Ax the flux has not begun any substantial collapse due to buoyancy 
forces at the entrance to the contraction. Only a slight initial reduction is noticed for 
the smaller mesh sized grid. The contraction enhances the flux which, in the absence 
of the contraction, would decay monotonically after an initially constant flux. The 
flux evolution after the contraction’s exit is similar to what would be expected if the 
turbulence was generated by a grid located at its exit, with two important exceptions, 
i.e. the relative quickness with which it collapses and the very large negative values for 
the countergradient fluxes produced in the restratification region. This may be due to 
the strength of the fossilization of the density field, which quickly damps the vertical 
turbulent velocities, and buoyancy overpowering the nonlinear transport. The x- 
location where the flux reverses sign coincides with the minimum in the r.m.s. vertical 
velocity shown in figure 8 and the maximum in 8 shown in figure 16. This clearly 
demonstrates the conversion of vertical kinetic energy into potential energy. This 
potential energy is then returned from the density field back into the vertical velocity 
component as the fluid elements begin to drift back to their equilibrium locations 
in the mean density field, as is further discussed in 54.5. The flux falls off faster for 
the smaller grid, consistent with Froude number scaling. It also collapses slightly 
sooner after leaving the contraction. The restratification is much stronger than that 
measured in decaying grid generated tubulence without a contraction. The weaker 
stratification (included in figure 1 1 )  shows continuing stirring and down-gradient flux 
downstream of the contraction. 
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of the measured vertical velocity spectrum with the spectrum predicted 
from the streamwise velocity using the isotropic relations (smooth line), at x / M  = 5 downstream 
of the end of the contraction, Ax = 101.6 cm, M = 5.08 cm: (a) non-stratified, (b)  stratified run. 

The data farthest downstream in figure 11 were collected at a much later date than 
the rest of the study and show the flux for a slightly higher N2 (= 2.37 rad s-’), as is 
evident by the counter-gradient flux occurring earlier, resulting in some mismatch in 
the curves. 

The rate at which the normalized buoyancy flux -a/(w’O’) reduces is much quicker 
in these experiments than in the decaying grid turbulence without the contraction. 
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FIGURE 12. Normalized buoyancy flux us. distance from the grid, for Ax = 101.6 cm and 

N2 = 2.22: 0, M = 2.54 cm and A, M = 5.08 cm. 

This rate can be normalized for comparison with other experiments in the following 
manner : 

-A [We/( w’e’)] 
NAt 

rate = 

where At is the time over which the change in the normalized flux is estimated, i.e. 
Ax/U.  The results are listed in table 1 and show that the rates observed here are up 
to three times faster than for the decaying stratified turbulence without a contraction. 
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M (cm) Ax = 48.3 cm Ax = 101.6 cm No contraction 
2.54 1.3 0.81 0.50 
5.08 1.1 0.69 0.35 

TABLE 1. The rate of buoyancy flux collapse 
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FIGURE 13. Cospectra of vertical velocity and temperature us. downstream location, for Ax = 101.6 

cm, M = 5.08 cm. The arrow shows the evolution from the grid downstream. 

The very similar quantitative behaviour of the buoyancy flux measured using the 
two different grid sizes, indicates that Ren is large enough to allow us to study the 
interactions of buoyancy and inertia, not directly affected much by viscous forces. 

4.4. Cospectra between w and 8 
The length-scale composition of the buoyancy flux was studied by looking at the 
cospectra of w and 8. Figure 13 shows the monotonic decrease in Cowe with increasing 
x. These results demonstrate that all scales restratify indicating total extinction of the 
turbulent cascade transfer of energy and the associated mixing. It has been clearly 
demonstrated in the non-contracted experiments of Lienhard & Van Atta (1990) that 
restratification starts at the large scales and can coexist with down-gradient flux at 
the small scales. In the current experiments this is contrasted by restratification at all 
active scales of motion, due to the very sudden increase in N .  

Measurements further downstream (not presented here) show another cycle of 
positive and negative cospectra. It should be pointed out that the meaning of the 
cospectra for the random field of bobbing fluid volumes is obscured from the regular 
interpretation applied to actively turbulent stirring and mixing. The change in sign 
of Cowe does not necessarily mean re-emergence of nonlinear turbulent transfer, but 
rather may only signify that the bobbing fluid volumes have overshot their equilibrium 
locations. 
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4.5. Vertical velocity spectra in the restrutijication region 
Figure 14 shows the spectra of vertical velocity leading up to and inside the restrati- 
fication regime. In figure 14(u) the vertical velocity spectrum decays monotonically at 
all scales due both to buoyancy at large scales and viscous dissipation at small scales. 
Then farther downstream the vertical velocity revives again as was shown by the w’ 
results in figure 8. Figure 14(b) shows that the scales initially receiving the energy 
from the nearly fossil potential energy are very large scales, i.e. > 40 cm. Then, as is 
shown in the last two measured spectra, at N2x/U2 between 4.3 and 4.8 rad ( x  from 
3.1 to 4.3 m), this energy is being transferred to smaller scales. Similar measurements 
were carried out farther downstream in a later set of experiments, beyond the data 
shown in figure 9. These measurements, shown in figure 15, reveal a second cycle of 
‘zombie’ revival, now occurring at somewhat larger wavenumbers. Results for A4 = 
5.08 cm (not shown here) show an identical trend. 

The scale at which the restratification initially revives E,,(kl) is larger than the 
integral scales of the temperature field, but one should also keep in mind the aliasing 
of the one-dimensional spectra with respect to the three-dimensional spectrum which 
makes the scales based on the one-dimensional spectra appear larger, as discussed 
for a similar situation in Thoroddsen & Van Atta (19934. 
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4.6. Temperature jkctuations 
The level of fluctuating temperature depends on local quantities, such as the size 
of the turbulent overturns and the local mean temperature gradient, as well as on 
the scalar dissipation rates. However, when the turbulent structure is not in a ‘local 
equilibrium’, the fluctuation level will also depend on the previous history of the 
flow, such as the level of large-scale fossilization of the scalar field by the buoyancy. 
Figure 16 shows the temperature fluctuations for both Ax and both mesh sizes. 
The fluctuations grow continuously through the contraction, but then decay farther 
downstream. Measurements 4 cm vertically off-centre (not shown here) show very 
similar results. To account for the effects of the increase in the mean temperature 
gradient we next normalized the temperature fluctuations by dT/dz(x), which by 
definition gives us L,. This scale is shown in figure 17. The clear difference in L, 
between the two different Ax cases shown in this figure again demonstrate the effects 
of the different strength of buoyancy. The larger Ax case shows a very sharp drop in 
L,, due to the reduced overturning ability of the large scales. Figure 17(a) includes the 
results from the weaker stratification and the comparison clearly demonstrates the 
continual growth in Lt when the inhibitive effects of buoyancy forces are not present. 

The increase of 8’ through the contraction can also be understood by a simple 
extension of Prandtl’s circular vortex model. Assume that 8’ produced by a vortex is 
given by the product of the mean temperature gradient and the vertical length scale 
(0 = diameter) of the vortex: 

I d T  e = - ~ .  
dz 

For a streamwise vortex, continuity gives 0 2 / 0 1  = l/r1’2 where 0 2  and D1 are the 
vortex diameters downstream and upstream of the contraction, respectively. The 
mean temperature gradient increases at the same time by r.  From (4.2) with r = 2.5 
we therefore have 8;/8{ = 1.6. Vertically oriented vortices produce no temperature 
fluctuations in this model and hence no effect on 8’. Lateral vortices would be 
flattened by a factor of l / r  and (4.2) predicts no effect on 8’. For the data in figure 
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FIGURE 14. Vertical velocity spectra approaching and inside the restratification region, showing 
how the large scales gain vigour through the restratification. (a )  The vertical velocity spectra decay 
monotonically. (b )  Restratification revives the vertical velocity fluctuations, first at the large scales. 
Then further downstream the small scales also show increased energy due to spectral transfer. 
Spectra are shown for N2x/U2 = 3.4 (-), 3.8 (....), 4.3 (---) and 4.8 (-.- ) rad, corresponding 
to x between 3.1 and 4.3 m. Ax = 101.6 cm and M = 5.08 cm. The spectrum denoted by the bold 
line is identical in both (a)  and ( b )  to facilitate the comparison. 

16, O ; / O ;  ranges from 1.2 to 2.0, bracketing the prediction of the model. This model 
contains no reference to variable density effects and should be considered as a passive 
scalar limit. 

4.7. Temperature spectra 
We show here the downstream evolution of the temperature spectra for three different 
cases, i.e. the weak stratification and the two more strongly stratified cases. We 
first compare the two stratifications for the shorter Ax. Figure 18 shows the one- 
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FIGURE 15. Vertical velocity spectra from separate measurements farthest downstream in the test 
section, showing a second cycle of zombie revival, for N2 = 2.37 rad s-l and Ax = 48.3 cm. M = 
2.54 cm; N2x/U2 = 3.36 (-); 4.22 (- - -); 5.51 (- - -); 6.46 (-), corresponding to x / M  between 
117 and 225. 
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FIGURE 16. Temperature fluctuations, Orms, in "C, us. downstream location, for M = 5.08 cm (solid 

triangles) and 2.54 cm (open circles): (a) Ax = 48.3 cm, (b) Ax = 101.6 cm. 

dimensional temperature spectra at numerous streamwise locations for M = 5.08 
cm and N2 = 2.22 rad s-'. Figure 18(a) shows Ee&) upstream and inside the 
contraction. Initially the small-scale fluctuations decay monotonically and the energy 
at the large scales grows strongly due to the vortex stretching, similar to E,,(kl) 
shown in 54.2. The spectra appear to pivot around a fixed length scale. Farther 
downstream the temperature spectral shape reaches a nearly steady form starting at 
the exit of the contraction. Figure 18(b) shows that the spectra from N2x/U2 between 
1.29 and 4.43 rad (x from 1.2 to 4.2 m) possess very similar shapes and only the 
last three spectra show any significant reduction in fluctuation levels. This signifies a 
balance between generation of temperature fluctuations by the flux and destruction 
by molecular dissipation, or may imply fossilization, i.e. the shut-off of the turbulent 
stirring process at the large scales. Figure 19 shows the corresponding evolution of 
E&l) for the weaker stratification. The response of the spectral shape to the strain 
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RGURE 18. Evolution of the temperature spectrum downstream from the grid, for N2 = 2.22 rad 
s-l and Ax = 48.3 cm. (a)  Upstream and inside the contraction for N2x/U2 from 0.33 to 1.34 (x = 
30.5 - 124 cm). The high-wavenumber energy decays monotonically in the beginning, but then the 
spectra start collecting onto one curve at x NN 125 cm. (b)  Spectra downstream of the contraction, 
for N2x/U2 from 1.34 to 4.54 rad (x = 122 - 419 cm). 

is similar, but downstream of the contraction the spectra keep growing (figure 19(b)), 
clearly showing the difference due to the influence of buoyancy. The near-passive 
stratification allows the turbulence to continue to transport in fluid parcels from 
farther away in the background mean gradient. 

Figure 20 shows the data for the larger Ax = 101.6 cm and these spectra should be 
compared to those in figure 18. The strain inside the contraction does not manage to 
amplify the large scales to any significant extent as is implied by the sharp decline in 
Lt in figure 17. The spectral shape again becomes approximately invariant for some 
distance downstream of the contraction. 

4.8. The vertical energy balance 
The vertical energy balance in the flow is governed by the exchange of energy between 
kinetic energy and the potential reservoir, as discussed in $2. The vertical kinetic 
and potential F energies are shown in figures 21(a) and 21(b) for the three different 
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FIGURE 19. Same as figure 18, for the weakest stratification N2 = 0.98 rad s-l, M = 5.08 cm and 

Ax = 48.3 cm. (a) Upstream and inside the contraction. (b)  Downstream of the contraction. 
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FIGURE 20. Same as figures 18 and 19, for Ax = 101.6 cm for the most strongly stratified case. 
(a) Upstream and inside the contraction. (b)  Downstream of the contraction. 

cases discussed in the previous subsection. The decay in vertical kinetic energy is 
delayed in all of the cases as the turbulence is strained by the contraction as expected. 
The potential energy, on the other hand, shows significant differences depending on 
Ax, i.e. the ratio L,/Lb. For the larger Ax the growth in is reversed inside the 
- contraction as buoyancy quells the overturning eddies. Downstream of the contraction 
T, and oscillate around a common mean. At the point of minimal vertical kinetic 
energy, the value of 

For decaying grid 
turbulence in thermally stratified air, Lienhard & Van Atta (1990) did not see 
Y > T ,  whereas Itsweire et al. (1986) did find this for a higher Schmidt number in 
salt-stratified water. 

is only about 30% of that of y. 
Significantly these results show become larger than r. 

4.9. Integral length scales of velocity 
To gain further insight into the evolution of the spatial length scales as the turbulence 
passes through the contraction we conducted some separate two-point correlation 
measurements. The streamwise velocity component was measured at two spatial 
points separated in the vertical direction, using two single hot wires, mounted on 
a micrometer stage. This allowed for accurate adjustments of the Az separation 
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FIGURE 21. Changes in vertical kinetic energy and turbulent potential energy through and down- 
stream of the contraction for M = 5.08 cm. (a) Ax = 48.3 cm: thicker lines for the stronger 
stratification and narrower lines show results for the weaker stratification, (b)  Ax = 101.6 cm, for 
the stronger stratification only. 

of the two wires. From these measurements the longitudinal and vertical integral 
length scales were evaluated, to complement our previous discussion of Warhaft’s 
(1980) length-scale spectral data. We studied, in this way, only the non-stratified 
flow through the contraction. The complication of the temperature corrections of 
the hot wires for the stratified case would have made those two-point measurements 
exceedingly difficult. This part of the study was conducted at a somewhat larger mean 
velocity (U,  NN 3 m s-l) than the facility allowed for the stratified runs (U2 = 2.1 
m s-l) .  Figure 22 shows the changes in the spectral peaks for E,,(kl) and Eww(kl),  

obtained with an X-wire, as the flow passes through the contraction. The location of 
the peak in the streamwise spectra stays unchanged, whereas the peak in the vertical 
spectra moves to smaller wavenumbers by approximately the contraction ratio. This 
agrees exactly with the results of Warhaft discussed in $2. 

The spatial correlation, &,(Az), was studied only for the shorter Ax = 48.3 cm. 
Some of these correlation curves as well as those for &,(Ax) are shown in figure 23. 
The delay in growth of the integral scales inside the contraction is clear from the 
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FIGURE 22. The changes in velocity spectral peaks as the flow passes through the contraction. 
(a) Longitudinal velocity spectra, (b) vertical velocity spectra. 

small observed changes in these curves. We integrated the correlation curves to obtain 
the integral scales. Since in our measurements we did not attain sufficiently wide 
separation distances in the transverse z-direction to pinpoint the zero-crossing of 
KU(Az) we have here used a qualitative approach, by integrating the R-curves only 
up to the separation where the correlation falls to a small but positive value &, i.e. 

where 

and no summation is implied. 
Figure 24 shows the ratios of A, and A,  for & between 0.1 and 0.3. All of the 

curves portray the same trend. There is only a very slight reduction in A,  relative to 
A ,  through the contraction, showing that the velocity field has some time to adjust 
to the mean strain. There is a large difference between the actual values of these two 
integral-type length scales A,  and Az,  as explained below, but what is important in 
this context are the relatively small changes in the ratio, as the flow experiences the 
strain through the contraction. 

It should be pointed out that the difference in the definitions of A,  and Az, i.e. the 
former is a longitudinal correlation and the latter a transverse correlation, will lead 
to different correlation shapes for RJAx) and KU(Az), even in the isotropic case. 
The integrals of the two correlations will therefore be different. Using the isotropic 
relation and the measured KU(Ax)-curve we can numerically integrate and calculate 
the ratio A , / A ,  as a function of &. Noting the isotropic relations for the transverse 
correlation g ( r )  in terms of the longitudinal correlation f(r), Hinze (1975) or Taylor 

K U W  = & 

(193% 

it is straightforward to estimate the ratio of the two length scales defined by (4.3) for 
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FIGURE 24. Ratio of the integral scales in z and x calculated from (4.3), for %, = 0.10 (0); 0.15 (A); 
0.20 (m); 0.30 (+). 

any &-level by numerically integrating the following equation using the measured 
f ( r )  : 

Jo 
This shows that, since f ’ ( r )  is negative in the range studied, the ratio above is smaller 
than 1. This integration was performed using the measured &,(Ax) (e.g. f ( r ) )  and 
yielded values for this ratio in the range 0.4 - 0.6, consistent with the measurements 
shown in figure 24. 
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FIGURE 25. Spatial correlations of temperature in the streamwise and vertical directions for Ax = 
48 cm, M = 5.08 cm and Nz = 0.98 rad s-l. &(Ax): -, x = 50.8 cm: -, x = 88.9. &e(Az): A, 
x = 50.8 cm; 0, x = 88.9. 

4.10. Integral scales of temperature in x and z through the contraction 

The structure of the temperature field in both the vertical and streamwise directions 
is important for characterizing the dynamics of the density field as active, fossil or 
zombie turbulence. The squeezing of the temperature field through the contraction 
was investigated by measuring the spatial correlations of temperature both in the 
vertical direction, using two cold wires, and in the streamwise direction by applying 
Taylor’s hypothesis. Figure 25 shows a typical set of temperature correlations for 
separations in both the x- and z-directions. 

Since the separation of the two cold wires in the z-direction was not sufficiently 
large to allow for the integration of the correlation curves to the zero-crossing we 
used the 0.5 correlation contour to determine the length scales 0, and Ox, i.e. the 
separation length where the correlation has fallen to 0.5: 

&e(Ax = 0,) = &(AZ = 0,) = 0.5. 

This was done for both the strong and weak stratifications. The resulting ratio of 
0, and 0, is shown in figure 26 for both stratification strengths. These results 
show clearly that the spatial large-scale structure of the scalar field develops similarly 
inside the contracting zone irrespective of stratification strength for this Ax = 48.3 
cm. Through the contraction the streamwise length scale grows drastically while the 
vertical one remains about the same. The straining inside the contracting zone can be 
used to predict this from the area ratio at each streamwise location. The curves for 
both r-l and r-’ have been included in figure 26. The ratio appears to behave more 
like r-l than rP2, where r is the local contraction ratio. 

The results for the near passive case, combined with those in the previous subsection, 
indicate that the large-scale temperature field is governed by the straining, whereas 
the velocity integral scales are much less affected by the mean strain. 
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4.11. Energy and scalar dissipation rates, e and x 
Figure 27 shows the energy dissipation rates which were calculated by integrating 
the velocity gradient spectra, k:E,,(kl) and k:E,,(kl), up to the wavenumbers where 
the spectra descend to the noise level at each streamwise location. The two velocity 
gradient variances were then combined using Stillinger's formula to estimate e, i.e. 

e = v  [ l o ( 3 2 + ; ( s ) ' ] .  (4.6) 

The accuracy of this formula is unclear for small turbulent Froude numbers, as 
discussed by Thoroddsen & Van Atta (1992). The drop in dissipation rates is slower 
after the contraction, which is consistent with earlier measurements, but one should 
also keep in mind the relatively low Re* for these experiments. 

The scalar dissipation rate x was obtained similarily by integrating k:Eee(kl) and 
assuming isotropic relations. This may lead to significant underestimates of x inside 
the contraction where the temperature field is far from isotropic as discussed in the 
previous section. Figure 28 shows the evolution of x in the streamwise direction 
for both Ax. x increases significantly downstream of the contraction when the flow 
readjusts after the release of the mean strain. The scalar dissipation rates for the 
weaker stratification grow even more strongly downstream of the contraction in 
accordance with the growth of the large scales (i.e. L J ,  shown in figure 17. The 
evolution of the two dissipation rates is therefore qualitatively different. 

4.12. Length-scale evolution 
We now turn to the development of the different length scales defined in 92. The 
local values of N and dT/dz are used in the definitions of many of these length 
scales. Since these quantities were not independently measured at most x locations, 
we used equation (3.1) to calculate N ( x ) .  The local values of dT/dz were similarily 
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FIGURE 27. The kinetic energy dissipation rate us. downstream location for M = 5.08 cm: open 
circles show results for Ax = 48.3 cm and the solid triangles for Ax = 101.6 cm. The vertical lines 
mark the locations of the contractions for the two cases; the results for Ax = 101.6 cm have been 
shifted in the x-direction so that the contraction exit coincides for the two cases. 
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FIGURE 28. The scalar dissipation rates corresponding to the same conditions as figure 27. The 
results for Ax = 101.6 cm have been shifted to make the locations of the contraction the same 
for the two cases. The open squares show results for the passively stratified case, which have been 
multiplied by 10 to fit on the graph. 

estimated according to the geometric relation 

d T  d T  V(x)  
-(XI dz = (dr), 7' 

Figures 29 and 30 show the evolution of the important length scales of buoyancy, 
overturning and viscous forces, for Ax = 48 and 102 cm respectively, for N2 = 
2.22 rad s-l in both cases. Initially the evolution follows the well-known results for 
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FIGURE 29. The evolution of the turbulent length scales through the contraction. A, Lo; 0, Lb; 0, 
Lt ;  0, r] .  Ax = 48.3 cm, M = 5.08 cm. Nz = 2.22 rad s-'. 
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FIGURE 30. The evolution of the same length scales as figure 29, now for Ax = 101.6 cm, resulting 
in a smaller ratio of LO over Lt as the turbulence enters the contraction. M = 5.08 cm. Nz = 2.22 
rad s-l. 

decaying turbulence, i.e. a decrease in Lb and growth of L, as observed for example by 
Lienhard & Van Atta (1990) for the decaying case without a contraction. However, 
within and downstream of the contraction important differences are noticed, as L, 
overtakes the buoyancy scale Lb and the two oscillate around a common mean. This 
is implicit from the energy results presented in $4.8. 

The main dynamical difference between the evolution for the two values of Ax is the 
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FIGURE 31. Ratio of buoyancy and turbulence length scales. (a) The ratio of Lb and Lt for the two 
Ax. (b)  The ratio of LO and Lb for the two Ax. Open triangles represent data for Ax = 48.3 cm, 
and filled squares for Ax = 101.6 cm. 

difference in the ratio Lb/L, as the turbulence enters the contraction. For the shorter 
Ax this ratio is 2.2 while for the larger one it takes the value of 1.2. The buoyancy 
forces are thus much more important for the Ax = 102 cm case. The downstream 
changes in this ratio are shown in figure 31(a) for both cases. It is significant that 
Lb becomes as small as half the size of  Lt, especially since this ratio does not go 
significantly below unity for the decaying turbulence without a contraction (Lienhard 
& Van Atta 1990, figure 3). One should keep in mind the earlier discussion about the 
effect of anisotropy of the 8 fluctuations on the estimation of Lt. 

For the larger Ax the Kolmogorov length scale becomes of comparable size to 
the other length scales, further demonstrating the extinction of the turbulence and 
presence of fossil states. This clearly shows that viscous effects must be important 
in the dynamics. However, the buoyancy-inertial interactions seem to dominate the 
evolution judging from the very similar evolution for the two different mesh sizes 
studied. 

There are also significant differences between the behaviour of  Lb and LO. This 
may be due to the breakdown of the relation E NN u 3 / / ,  which is used in the derivation 
of LO. The ratio LO/& is shown in figure 31(b). This ratio varies by an order 
of magnitude, falling significantly below one far downstream. This may partly be 
explained by the fact that LO emphasizes small scales through E ,  whereas Lb will 
contain contributions from internal waves. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 
5.1. Comparison with the numerical simulations of Gerz & Yamazaki (1993) 

Gerz & Yamazaki (1993) have performed direct numerical simulations (DNS) of 
‘turbulence’ arising from initial density fluctuations in a fluid at rest, having a 
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background stable linear mean density gradient. These DNS covered three different 
initial stratification numbers St as well as two values of the Prandtl number, i.e. P r  of 1 
and 2. As elaborated earlier, our data show strong rejuvenation of ‘turbulent’ motion 
through restratification induced by the imposed increase in N .  It therefore seems 
worthwhile to compare our results to a subset of the abovementioned simulations. 
There are however some practical difficulties associated with this comparison. First, 
the velocity fluctuations in our experiments never completely vanish and secondly the 
density field downstream of the contraction is not isotropic, as demonstrated in $4.10. 
These two factors make it difficult to determine an appropriate starting point of the 
comparison and stratification numbers for the experiments. Here we have selected 
to align the Nt-  or x-axes, for this comparison, at the streamwise location where 
the buoyancy flux first crosses the zero line from mixing into restratification. This 
allows the DNS flow field to attain some velocity fluctuations as well as allowing the 
experimental field to be well past the physical extent of the contraction. 

The stratification number is defined in (1.1). For its determination one needs an 
estimate of the integral scale of the density field. In the abovementioned DNS it was 
determined from the three-dimensional spectral density (Hinze 1975, pp. 279-285) as 

where Ee(k)  is the three-dimensional density spectra and E e l @ )  its one-dimensional 
counterpart obtained from measurements in the streamwise direction. Using this 
definition of AS we get a value for the stratification number of about 2 at the 
entrance to the contraction for the case of Ax = 48.3 cm and N2 = 2.22 rad s-l. 
Stratification numbers for stratified grid turbulence without a contraction calculated 
from the data of Thoroddsen & Van Atta (1992) are about 1 leaving the grid. Far 
downstream of the contraction there is a rapid rise in St in the final stage of the decay 
which may indicate a transition to internal waves, where A ,  will become very large. It 
is interesting to note that the contraction increases the stratification number, mostly 
due to the increase in dT/dz. When compared to decaying grid turbulence without a 
contraction the much weaker restratification, observed in that case, is consistent with 
the DNS results for St = i .  

Based on the discussion in $4.10 it can be deduced that this value of St may be 
as much as 40% smaller if one uses Az. We have therefore chosen to compare our 
results to the S t  = 1 case in the DNS. The DNS results for St = 4 are essentially 
the same, whereas for St = 0.25 the results are qualitatively different. Here we will 
only compare the evolution of the buoyancy flux. Figure 32 shows that there is close 
quantitative correspondence between our data and the DNS for the normalized flux 
values. The period of the fluctuations in the flux is somewhat different, but increases 
for both the simulations and the experiment. 

The results for other quantities, such as temperature fluctuations, scalar dissipation 
and the hydrodynamic phase diagram (not shown here) are also qualitatively similar 
to those of Gerz & Yamazaki (1993) for the cases with the larger stratification 
numbers. 

We conclude that the general flow development is thus in good agreement with the 
numerical simulations. 

5.2. Large-scale anisotropy inside the Contraction 
Measurements of integral scales in contracting flows are scarce. The most relevant 
data available are those obtained by Mills & Corrsin (1959), for non-stratified passive 
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FIGURE 32. Comparison of normalized buoyancy flux results with the direct numerical simulations 
of Gerz & Yamazaki (1993). Their numerical cases correspond to initial S t  of 0.25 (- - - -), 1.0 (-) 
and 4.0 (. . . .). The experimental data symbols correspond to those on figure 11. 

scalar fluctuations as well as velocity fluctuations downstream of a 4 to 1 three- 
dimensional contraction. They observed qualitatively similar results to ours, for the 
ratio of the integral scales of velocity A,/A, .  This ratio took a value of approximately 
0.5 shortly after the contraction exit. Further downstream the ratio relaxes slowly 
to 0.6 at three contraction lengths downstream. The stronger effects of the strain, 
i.e. a smaller ratio, observed by these authors, compared to our results in figure 24, 
can be explained by their larger contraction ratio. Similarly for the integral scales 
of the temperature fluctuations they show a ratio @,/Ox of 0.19 versus 0.34 farther 
downstream. Here again, direct comparison is difficult due to the difference in the 
contraction geometry and contraction ratio, as well as the mean scalar field structure. 
Also, for the temperature fluctuations comparison is made even more difficult due to 
the additional coupling between the vertical velocity fluctuations and the scalar field 
caused by the presence of the mean vertical scalar gradients, in our experiments. But 
qualitatively the Mills & Corrsin results are consistent with ours, in the relative large- 
scale anisotropy of the scalar field being more significant than that of the velocity 
field. 

5.3. Review of the main results 
We have studied the dynamics of stably stratified turbulence which is passed through 
a vertical contraction. The turbulence thus experiences a spatial variation in strat- 
ification strength, as well as a streamwise mean strain. In the passively stratified 
case the stretching of streamwise vortices enhances the vertical velocity fluctuation in 
the typical manner. However, for the strongly stratified case the increased strength 
of buoyancy forces inhibits this stretching-induced overturning at the large scales 
and fossilizes the density field, which subsequently leads to zombie-type revival of 
vertical motions. This shut-off of the large-scale overturns by buoyancy forces is 
demonstrated by the reduction in w', L, and Eoo(kl) at the large scales, as well as by 
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comparison of E,,(kl) for stratified and non-stratified experiments. The restratifica- 
tion starts at the large scales and is then observed to transfer energy down to smaller 
scales. 

Some enhancement of normalized vertical heat flux is observed inside the con- 
traction, but downstream of it, coinciding with the fossilization, the buoyancy flux 
collapses rapidly, subsequently producing much stronger restratification than has 
been observed in any previous experiments of decaying stratified turbulence. The 
normalized rate of decrease of the flux is more than twice as rapid as that observed in 
decaying stratified turbulence without a contraction. At the height of fossilization the 
vertical kinetic energy is reduced to only a quarter of the turbulent potential energy. 
The following restratification creates significant vertical velocity fluctuations. The 
lack of the corresponding increase in &(k) clearly shows that these w-fluctuations 
are generated by the movement of buoyant blobs and are not due to active turbulent 
overturns against the background mean temperature gradient. 

The strongest rebounding in w’ previously observed experimentally was that by 
Yoon & Warhaft (1990, p. 613), but their restratification normalized buoyancy flux 
values were much smaller (-0.21) than those observed here, which are as large as 

The lack of active overturning turbulence in the initial zombie region of the flow is 
in agreement with the numerical simulations of Gerz & Yamazaki (1993) for small 
stratification numbers. 

The qualitative results were the same for both grid mesh sizes used, indicating that, 
despite the relatively low turbulence Reynolds numbers at the generating grid, Ren 
was large enough that the interactions through the contraction were governed more 
by inertial-buoyancy interactions than by viscous forces. 

-0.55. 

5.4. Further work 

It is clear that passing stratified turbulence through a contraction leads to new non- 
equilibrium turbulent states, i.e. dynamical states that the conventional decaying grid 
turbulence will not evolve into of its own accord. Contraction configurations are 
therefore well suited for designing new experiments that can visit exotic regions of 
the hydrodynamic phase diagram. Such experiments are important in order to verify 
results from numerical simulations where those regions can be more easily visited. 
The main control parameters available to control these states are Ax, the distance 
from the grid to the contraction’s entrance, and the Contraction ratio. 

It appears that the strongest restratification will occur by contracting the turbulence 
close to the grid, before buoyancy forces have become strong enough to begin 
prohibiting the overturns. This means imparting large kinetic energy and temperature 
fluctuations to the field just as it enters the contraction. Further experiments with 
larger contraction ratios than are practical with the current facility might prove 
interesting. Experiments with larger initial Reynolds numbers would also be valuable. 

Expansion of the flow in the vertical direction might more be likely to succeed in 
generating lower St, primarily since an expansion will decrease dT/dz. 

We acknowledge helpful discussions with Professor C. H. Gibson and H. Yamazaki. 
Work was supported by ONR Contract # N00014-94-1-0233 and NSF grant OCE92- 
17213. 
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